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Regenerating cities with nature
Hamburg, London and Milan are making nature-based interventions in key
districts of their cities for urban regeneration. Through exchange between
cities, inclusive collaboration and multi-disciplinary learning, the CLEVER
Cities project aims to drive a new kind of nature-based urban transformation
for sustainable and socially inclusive cities across Europe, South America
and China.

CLEVER cities are green
Urban nature improves the environment, creates economic opportunities
and makes cities healthier places to live. Green spaces also bring people
together, which makes our communities more resilient, as well as boosting
urban resilience to climate change.
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Hamburg

Citizens will help introduce new
green roofs and facades as well
as green links to NEUGRABENFISCHBEK. Pupils will be engaged
in nature projects including,
among others, the co-creative
and eco-friendly redesign of a
school playground.

CLEVER cities are community-driven
Local teams including citizens, businesses, knowledge partners and
local authorities have been formed in Hamburg, London and Milan. This
collaborative structure will ensure that the urban transformation process
is open, inclusive and tailored to local needs.
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Milan

Bottom-up projects will promote green
roofs and walls, green infrastructures
and noise barriers, and locals will decide
how to make space for urban gardening
in LORENTEGGIO-GAMBELLINO DISTRICT
and around the TIBALDI train stop.

CLEVER cities are innovative
We build on local capacities, expertise and potential to generate innovation
and to develop new future-proof governance, financing and business models
for sustainable prosperity.
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London

New planting will green walking routes
to improve connections and encourage
people in SOUTH THAMESMEAD to be
more active. There will be a focus on
Maran Way and bordering courtyards,
Abbey Way ‘Green Chain Walk’ leading to
Southmere Lake, and some smaller spaces.

CLEVER cities are global
Sfântu Gheorghe, Quito, Madrid, Belgrade, Larissa and Malmö
share and learn with London, Hamburg and Milan on how to
adapt nature-based interventions for the needs of towns and
cities around the world.
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